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Watch power breaking
champion’s feats.

Watch former Saluki
coach Jerry Kill accept a
Liberty Mutual Coach of
the Year Award.
J AKE L OCKARD ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Myers movie
miserable
No love for
‘The Love Guru’.
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Steve Tran attempts a world record by lying on a bed of nails while assistants use sledgehammers to try and break 20 concrete bricks on
his chest during the Alliance Grand Nationals Saturday at Bowen Gym. The tournament, hosted by Black’s Martial Arts Academy, included 31
schools from 13 states. For the full story, SEE PAGE 5.

Area rivers expected to crest Suarez

named
alumni
director

Southern Illinois
could miss excessive
flood waters
Jenn Lofton
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Former coach
returns to
Carbondale
Kill donates $50,000
to cancer fund.
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Today
Isolated T-Storms
High: 86, Low: 68

Wednesday
Isolated T-Storms
High: 92, Low: 71

Though precautionary sandbags
don’t seem to be in the region’s near
future, workers throughout southern
Illinois are taking measures to avoid
the record-breaking flood levels that
have devastated states throughout the
Midwest.
Local rivers are expected to crest this
week, helping the area avoid the peril of
other regions that have seen their worst
flooding in 15 years.More than 24 deaths
have been associated with the flooding
in six states throughout recent weeks,
according to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
Throughout Illinois and Iowa,
farms, local businesses and residential
areas have been hit hard with damaged
homes and broken levees. The relatively
dry conditions of the past week should
keep southern Illinois at safer levels, said
Dave Purdy, meteorological technician
for the National Weather Service.
Purdy said local reports have been
about minor flooding, including at
Bridge Street in Murphysboro where
the Big Muddy River runs. The current height of the river is 24 feet, which
makes it two feet above flood-stage
level, Purdy said.
In an effort to keep updated on the
potential for danger, the United States
Geological Survey Water Resources for
Illinois has collected and published data
for rivers throughout the state, said John

Interim for post
chosen over
Mayor Cole
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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The Big Muddy River overflowed its bank, causing high water on
LaRue Road near Murphysboro Sunday. In Grand Tower, the Army
Corps of Engineers river gage report showed the Mississippi River
13.73 ft. above flood stage.
LaTour, a hydrologist for the organization.
Various gauges placed throughout
the state record the height of the water
every 15 minutes, LaTour said. If the
water is at a relatively high level, a crew
is sent to visit the site and measure the
water flow.
Southern Illinois Airport could
potentially see flooding on its runways
as well.
Aviation Weather Dispatcher
Shannon Roth said the Big Muddy
River, which surrounds the airport, is
higher than usual, but has not gotten
close to overflowing onto the land
yet.
Roth said flooding of the river
has not been much of a concern,
but if it gets to that point, airport

personnel are prepared.
“If the water came onto the runways,
we would just have to close part of them.
If it got too bad then we would have to
shut down completely,” Roth said.
Purdy said the only rivers in the
region that are a serious threat to residential areas are in Thebes, Cairo and
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The Mississippi river in Cape
Girardeau was at 41.5 feet Monday,
which would make it almost 10 feet
above flood stage.
“It’s not going to go down much
over the next few days and some homes
in the area have already been required to
evacuate,” Purdy said.
See FLOOD, Page 10
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After a nationwide search, the
SIU Alumni Association has found
its next leader in its own backyard.
Michelle Suarez, who has worked
at the university for 23 years, was
named the next executive director for the
SIUC alumni organization Monday,
pending approval
from the Board of
Trustees. Suarez
beat
out
Carbondale
Mayor Brad
Cole to start
Michelle Suarez the full-time
post Aug. 1.
Suarez’s performance as the interim director for the past six months
gave her the edge in a difficult decision, said Rickey McCurry, vice chancellor for institutional advancement.
See SUAREZ, Page 2
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“A lot of times when you’re
in an interim situation things
just kind of stand still — nothing happens, nothing moves forward,” McCurry said. “... But she
has stepped in from day one and
pulled the staff together and we’ve
made great progress.”
As executive director for the
Alumni Association and associate
vice chancellor for institutional
advancement, Suarez will work
to strengthen alumni relations
with the university. The Alumni
Association represents more than
220,000 graduates and nearly
300,000 alumni.
Suarez, who is on vacation for
the week and could not be reached
for comment, said in a release she
hopes to serve alumni worldwide.
“My drive and enthusiasm will
serve as assets in engaging our
alumni to stay connected, support the initiatives of the Alumni
Association and SIU Carbondale
and move this institution forward,”
she said.
Suarez replaces Ed Buerger,
who served in the position for
17 years. It was Buerger who first degree graduate of SIUC and has
selected Suarez for a job in the worked with the university for so
association, McCurry said, so she long was an important part of the
is the ideal choice to further his decision as well, he said.
work.
“She’s had an
McCurry said he
opportunity to meet
and interact with
consulted the opinions of members
think she really many alums all across
throughout the unicountry, so I think
has a good feel the
she really has a good
versity and associafeel for our alumni
tion in the decision.
for our alumni
He said much of the
and what their needs
and what their
feedback he received
are,” McCurry said.
noted Suarez’s comCole, the other
needs are.
munication skills
— Rickey McCurry finalist for the posivice chancellor for tion, is also a twoand team-building
institutional advancement degree graduate of
strengths.
the university. John
In her work with
the association, which began in Jackson, a visiting professor at the
2003 as director of membership Paul Simon Public Policy Institute
services, Suarez has worked to who led the search, said backoffer events and programs the ground with the university played
alumni base wants, not what those an important role in an alumni
at the university wish to push, services position.
McCurry said.
The search cost less than
The fact that she is a two- $10,000, McCurry said, most of
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The calendar is a free service for
guarantee that all items will run.
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EGYPTIAN newsroom, Communications
1247, at least two days before event,

CORRECTION

community groups. We cannot

or call (618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

In the Thursday edition of the DAILY EGYPTIAN, the story
“Murphysboro looks to expand”should have stated the new
agreement proposal for the annexation of the city boundary
line between Murphysboro and Carbondale is to go less than
one mile east including Airport Road and Health Department
Road. The DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets this error.
If you spot an error, please contact the DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy
desk at 536-3311, ext. 253.
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Sean McGahan can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or mcgahan@siu.edu.
Jeremiah Anthony Potts, a 21-year-old
Carbondale resident, was arrested Sunday and
charged with a violation of an order of protection.
Potts posted a cash bond.
Katherine E. Potts a 23-year-old Carbondale
resident, was arrested for resisting/obstructing
a police officer Sunday. Potts was released on a
personal recognizance bond.
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which paid for advertisements in
higher education magazines and
Web sites.
During open forums with the
two candidates, community members were encouraged to ask questions of the finalists. In Cole’s
forum, several community members voiced concern that the university post might disrupt his ability to serve as mayor.
McCurry said the potential for
a conflict of interest did not play
into the decision at all.
“There’s absolutely no conflict
in my mind and no impropriety
associated with it. Mayor Cole
has excellent qualifications for the
job,” McCurry said. “I can’t say
there was a ground swell, if you
will, of people rising up and saying
this is a conflict of interest. That
did not happen.”
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Goldman’s got game

Interim chancellor
described as ‘73
going on 33’
Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The university’s newest leader
has a secret.
He is a Cubs fan (though he
said he likes the Cardinals too).
But interim Chancellor Sam
Goldman hardly has time to watch
baseball since he took office in midApril. His schedule keeps him at
work from 7:30 a.m. to past 6 p.m.,
after which he usually ends his
day by attending a student reception, recital or awards ceremony,
Goldman said.
“I’m not going to use the cliché
‘that’s what we’re all about.’ We do
all kinds of things here, for students,
adults, for the citizens and so on,”
Goldman said. “But it gives me a
lift, it does.”
The former member of the
Board of Trustees might need a lift
given the pressures of his new job.
Recent history of SIUC’s chancellorships has not proven positive.
Goldman’s predecessors, Walter
Wendler and Fernando Treviño,
were fired by SIU President Glenn
Poshard in November 2006 and
March 2008, respectively, for failing

to solve problems that have become university’s top positions.
Goldman’s: declining enrollment,
He recently took over Rice’s
deteriorating buildings and dimin- responsibility of supervising dean
ishing funds, to name a few. The and director searches. When speakoffice’s turnover has aggravated a ing about this transition of power,
need for stability and solutions, Goldman’s voice was quiet but
Goldman said.
warm. He said the most important
The interim chancellor has tre- task of any organization is filling its
mendous energy to deal with those offices with the right people.
“Once we hire somebody, we
problems, said interim Provost Don
make an enormous investment in
Rice.
Rice contrasted his new boss’s that person. We really hand over
the keys to the kingdom to them,”
style favorably with Treviño’s.
“Frankly, I think we’ve gone Goldman said. “Well, I want to
from one end of the
make sure about
that, that’s all.”
spectrum to the other,”
Rice said.
Goldman also
think he’s just
addressed his deciRice is not the
only person close to
sion to place the
thrilled to be
Goldman who comdraft of the revised
able to help and Student Conduct
mented on his vigor.
Peter
Goldman
Code online in early
to lend a hand.
is the younger of the
— Peter Goldman June so students,
son of Sam Goldman faculty, staff and
interim
chancellor’s sons. (Elder son
community memJoseph Goldman works as assis- bers could offer opinions.
tant director of golf operations at
Though he said he’s confident
a Hawaii resort.) The 38-year-old the current policy needs little work,
office manager is a graduate stu- Goldman said he wanted to make
dent studying computer science at sure the revision process was an
Northeastern Illinois University. He open one.
said he’s heard his dad described as
“I don’t want anybody to say that
“73 going on 33.”
we did it in the dark of the night. I
Sam Goldman said he plans to don’t want that for anything I do,”
devote that energy to take a more he said.
When he makes decisions —
aggressive role in Saluki Way, fix
the dilapidated buildings on cam- about the conduct code or anything
pus and recruit quality hires for the else — Goldman said he remem-
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Interim Chancellor Sam Goldman works at his desk in Anthony
Hall Monday afternoon. Goldman has been on the job for a little
more than two months and faces problems such as declining enrollment, deferred maintenance and decreased state funding.
bers his mother.
“I would complain as a child,
‘Why are you forcing me to do this?’
And she would say, ‘Because it’s the
right thing to do,’” Goldman said. “I
use that to guide me.”
Some of Goldman’s quirks include
his secret desire to play shortstop for
the Yankees and his inability to use
an oven. Since his wife died in 1991,
Goldman said, he frequently eats out
(though he refused to pick a favorite
local restaurant).
One of his favorite dining experiences of late occurred on campus,
Goldman said.
He remembered a time in the
Student Center when he sat down

next to three young women. Goldman
said he had a wonderful chat with the
students after he introduced himself.
Those moments fuel him, said
son Peter Goldman.
“He really feels better when
he’s working or when he’s doing
something,” Peter Goldman said.
“Especially in difficult times like (the
university is) going through now, it’s
a particular challenge and I think he’s
just thrilled to be able to help and to
lend a hand.”
Allison Petty can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
allison.petty@siude.com.
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Obama tells women he supports equal pay
Sara Kugler

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A LB U Q U E R Q U E , N.M.
— Democrat Barack Obama, determined to win over female voters,
talked Monday about the women
who helped shape his life in arguing
that he would be a better proponent
of equal pay than Republican John
McCain.
The presumed Democratic nominee toured a baking facility and chatted with female workers about their
economic challenges.
Sen. Obama spoke of how he
was raised by a single mother and his
grandmother, who made sacrifices to
support their family. He told them
that Sen. McCain opposed legislation earlier this year that would have
made it easier for women to sue their
employers for pay discrimination.
Obama supported the bill.
“I’ll continue to stand up for equal
pay as president — Senator McCain
won’t, and that’s a real difference in
this election,” Obama said.
McCain has said he supports
equal pay for women but had said
the measure would lead to more
lawsuits.
Obama also said he would expand
the child care tax credit, increase
funds for after-school programs and
expand the Family and Medical
Leave Act to cover small businesses,
so that companies with as few as 25
employees would be covered.
Later during a question-andanswer session with a group of about
30 women, Obama said he constantly questions the balance of work
and family in his personal life.
“I’m away from my daughters all
the time, and I’m away from my wife
all the time,” Obama said. “And so
I’m always comparing, ‘OK, is what
I’m doing — running for president
or even being president — worth
the sacrifice of not being with my
family?’”
Since he clinched the Democratic

O LIVIER D OULIERY ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Democratic presidential nominee Sen. Barack Obama attends a roundtable discussion on women’s issues in Jason’s Deli restaurant in
Charleston, S.C., on Jan. 25. As recently as Monday, Obama has talked about women’s issues to try to gain female voters.
presidential nomination earlier this
month and Clinton abandoned her
bid, Obama has praised her most
often in the context of what her
campaign did for women, often
mentioning his two daughters as
examples of those who will benefit
from the barriers Clinton broke.
Women supported the former
first lady by 7 percentage points in
the Democratic primaries, though
Obama managed to win majority

backing from females in a dozen
states and tied Clinton in four others. The real distinction was by race:
white women preferred Clinton by
24 percentage points, while black
women backed Obama by nearly 70
points.
Obama again praised Clinton as a
trailblazer Monday, saying the nation
has come closer to one where women
have equal opportunities “because
of the extraordinary woman who I

shared a stage with so many times
throughout this campaign — Senator
Hillary Rodham Clinton.”
His campaign also announced
the location of his first appearance
with Clinton. The former foes are
scheduled to campaign together on
Friday in Unity, N.H. The name
evokes the candidates’ desire to unite
the party, and the place is symbolic,
too — each candidate received 107
votes there on Jan. 8, when the state

held its primary that Clinton ultimately won.
Obama was following his New
Mexico stop with an appearance
in Las Vegas Tuesday. The Illinois
senator has set those states and
Colorado in his sights as potential
battlegrounds in the election against
McCain. The three Western states
were once Republican strongholds,
but Democrats sense opportunities
to win there this year.

Residents keep fighting rising river Strained states to make
Cheryl Wittenauer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

W I N F I ELD, Mo. — With a
few days to go before the last stretch
of the bloated Mississippi River
reaches its crest, people toiled around
the clock Monday to reinforce levees
already strained and saturated from
the pressure of the rising water.
Officials in Lincoln County asked
for volunteers to help fill 50,000 sandbags to fortify the 2 1⁄2-mile-long
Pin Oak levee, an earthen berm that
was so waterlogged that it was like
“walking on a waterbed,” said county
emergency management spokesman
Andy Binder.
If the levee breaches, the river will
swamp 100 homes in east Winfield,
as well as farm fields and a city ballpark. A muskrat burrowed a hole in
the soft ground during the night,
releasing a geyser of water, and officials said it took nearly six hours to
choke off the leak.
“We’ve got a winning battle here,
but we need to stay on top of it,”

said Jeff Stamper, a structural engineer with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
Only a handful of residents
remained in Winfield on Monday,
after emergency workers went door
to door urging them to evacuate.
Among the holdouts was Sherman
Jones, 56, who was all alone in his
house except for his dogs, Mugsy
and Junior.
“There is no place to go but
the high school. I am not going to
leave ‘til my feet are wet,” Jones said.
“It’s been a rough year, but we’ll get
through it.”
Elsewhere in the hard-hit county
a few dozen miles north of St. Louis,
National Guard soldiers patrolled
levees looking for soft spots.
Down river in Grafton, Ill., Mayor
Richard Mosby said about 20 homes
and businesses were flooded — but
no more were expected to be affected
if the Mississippi crests as forecast just
a few inches above Monday’s level.
The river’s crest was not expected
to reach Grafton and Winfield until
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McCain proposes prize to
reduce oil dependence

FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — Republican presidential candidate John McCain said Monday that the
search for alternatives to the country’s dependence
on foreign oil is so urgent that he’s willing to throw
money at it.
The Arizona senator proposed a $300 million
prize for whoever can develop a better automobile
battery, and $5,000 tax credits for consumers who
buy new zero-emission vehicles. The latest proposal
is in addition to his support for overturning the federal ban on offshore oil drilling.

Thursday or Friday, according to the
federal river forecast issued Monday
afternoon.
Upriver, where the river already
had crested, officials nervously stood
watch Monday as they waited for the
danger to recede.
Not far from the Iowa state line,
the river was down a few inches at
Canton after cresting Sunday at 27
feet — less than a foot short of the
record set during the Great Flood
of 1993. Jeff McReynolds, the city’s
emergency management director,
said a voluntary evacuation request
remained in place in the town of
roughly 2,500.
Illinois Emergency Management
Agency officials said National Guard
soldiers, prison inmates and others kept piling sandbags Monday
on the Sny levee, a 52-mile barrier
near Quincy, Ill., as the river crested
Monday and started to recede.
Hark said that with the river
dropping, he could focus on other
things that might discourage tourists — such as high gas prices.

cuts felt by everyone
Andrew Welsh-Huggins
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

With a new fiscal year beginning
in most states next week, budget cuts
are about to bite.
That means less money for school
children in Florida, the end of help
with utility bills for poor Rhode
Islanders and a good chance tuition
will increase at Auburn University in
Alabama.
Overall, the state fiscal picture is
gloomy and the pain from reductions,
many of which take effect July 1, will
be widespread:
—In Florida, basic spending on
schoolchildren will drop by $131 per
student. And bonuses for schools that
earn top grades from the state will
shrink to $85 per student from $100.
—In California, with the nation’s
biggest anticipated deficit at $17 billion, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has
proposed deep cuts in Medi-Cal, the
state’s health insurance program for

poor families and children.
—In New Jersey, lawmakers have
proposed eliminating free state police
patrols for rural communities that lack
police departments. Under the plan,
those communities would pay a combined $12 million for the service, the
first time they’re being charged a fee.
The fee doesn’t sit well in
Shamong Township, a 46-square
mile municipality with a budget
of less than $3 million and several
state-owned properties, including a
park and state forest.
A midyear survey of state
finances by the nation’s state budget officers showed state spending nationally will grow by just
1 percent in the new fiscal year.
That’s down from average growth
of 6.7 percent over the last three
decades.
The survey also found that 18
states reported their upcoming
budgets will be smaller than spending plans for the current year.
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Mayor: No pregnancy oath

Australian man charged
with drunk rolling

Supreme Court allows
fence building despite
environmental concerns

G LO U C E S T E R , Mass. (AP) — The city’s mayor
said Monday there is no evidence a group of young
girls made a pact to get pregnant and raise their
babies together, seeking to dispel an explosive theory
put forth by the high school principal.
“Any planned blood-oath bond to become pregnant — there is absolutely no evidence of,” Mayor
Carolyn Kirk said Monday after a closed-door meeting
with city, school and health leaders.
Mayor Carolyn Kirk cited privacy concerns in
refusing to answer many questions about the 17
girls who became pregnant this school year — more
than quadruple the number who generally become
pregnant at the school.

B R I S B A N E , Australia (AP) — A man found
asleep in a motorized wheelchair on a highway in
northern Australia was charged with drunk driving,
police said Monday.
Officers in a patrol car noticed the man slumped
in the stationary chair about 10 a.m. Friday on an exit
lane near the tourist city of Cairns, regional traffic
Inspector Bob Waters said. Cars were swerving to get
around him, Waters said.
The officers breath-tested the 64-year-old man,
who registered a blood alcohol reading of 0.301
— more than six times the legal driving limit.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court
said Monday it won’t stand in the way as the U.S.
extends its security fence hundreds of miles along the
border with Mexico, allowing building to proceed fullspeed despite claims that it harms the environment
and animals who live in the area.
In a second case, the justices agreed to consider
an appeals court ruling that limits the Navy’s use of
sonar off the Southern California coast because of
potential harm to dolphins and whales.
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Steve Tran
breaks a stack
of concrete
bricks with
his elbow
during the
Alliance Grand
Nationals
Saturday at
Bowen Gym.
Tran is a former
power breaking
and Tae Kwon
Do national
champion.
J AKE L OCKARD
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Martial arts masters break bricks, records
time,” Black said. “That’s what
the Alliance is all about: bringing
these schools together and having
Steve Tran had no way out.
students learn all styles.”
His bare back pressed against a
Competitions in the tournabed of nails as 20 concrete bricks ment ranged from Olympic sparweighed down on his chest with ring to breaking to grappling touronly a thin board separating the naments. But it was in the forms
tower of concrete from his body.
competition that one of Black’s
The moment the board was younger students, 13-year-old
placed on Tran’s chest, two sledge- Trevan Kirby, dominated.
The
Carbondale
native
hammer-wielding men began to
smash the bricks as quickly and unleashed a lethal combination of
forcefully as they could. The board blocks and strikes in a memorized
tilted and the tower collapsed as sequence that earned him the title
Tran remained lying on the nails.
of junior grandmaster champion
The crowd of young martial in forms.
Kirby said he was surprised he
artists watched quietly, waiting
for a positive sign. After a few got first place and was glad he met
moments, Tran got to his feet and so many other students.
executed a jumping front kick to
“I was happy I won the forms
show he was OK.
competition. I practiced it every night
Tran failed to
break the world
when I went to
hen I break I set practice, and I didn’t
record at the 2008
I was going to
Alliance Grand
it up and I don’t think
Nationals in Bowen
get first place with
think about anymore, the guy I was going
Gym Saturday as
only seven of the
against,” Kirby
I just go. It was great up
20 bricks were
said.
broken before the
One of the
to do it at an event
tower fell.
people Kirby and
like this because a lot the other competiDespite not setting the record, the
of these local martial tors met is one of
most decoformer Tae Kwon
artists come out and I the
Do and power
rated speed breakbreaking national
can show people you ers in martial arts,
Richard Bell Jr.
champion said he
can move up.
had no complaints.
Bell, who is nick— Richard Bell Jr.
“I thought the
“Headache,”
named
decorated speed breaker
set another world
break went very
well actually,” Tran said. “I‘m still record Sunday when he broke six
alive, so it went great.”
stacks of four concrete bricks with
The USA Martial Arts Hall- his head in 3.6 seconds.
Bell said he surprised himself
of-Famer was a main attraction at
the Black’s Martial Arts Academy with the time and was glad he
annual tournament over the week- could do it at Black’s event.
“When I break I set it up and
end. The tournament included 31
schools from 13 states.
I don’t think about anymore, I just
Thomas Black, director of the go,” Bell said. “It was great to do it
academy, said while participation at an event like this because a lot
was down because of the cost of of these local martial artists come
travel, the tournament still accom- out and I can show people you can
plished its goal.
move up.”
Bell’s next world record attempt
“Everything in martial arts is
education, you’re learning all the will be July 12 when he will try to

Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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break 100 bricks with his head in
less than one minute.
Tran and Bell were just two of
many distinguished martial artists who attended the tournament.
Vera Harrison, the highest-ranked
female black belt in the world,
brought her students from Peoria
to compete.
Harrison said so many
renowned martial artists coming
to a non-national event is a testament to the bond Black has established with his colleagues over the
years.
“We all love Mr. Black,”
Harrison said. “We’re all one, big
happy martial arts family and we
would do anything for him.”
Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 259 or
jengel@siu.edu.

J AKE L OCKARD ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Richard Bell Jr. meditates before attempting to break six sets of
four bricks with his head in less than seven seconds to set a new world
record Saturday at Bowen Gym. Bell broke all 24 bricks in 3.6 seconds.

J AKE L OCKARD ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Trevan Kirby, a 13-year-old Carbondale native executes his forms sequence during the Alliance Grand
Nationals Saturday at Bowen Gym. Kirby was named junior grand champion in forms at the tournament.
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FEAR AND LOATHING IN CARBONDALE

Summer’s not-to-do list in Carbondale
ANDY FRUTH
afruth@siu.edu

Last week I focused on the
things to do while surviving your
summer in the ‘Dale, so this week
I figured I would take a look at
things not to do while living in
Carbondale this summer.
Do not walk through the
Thompson Woods without
protection.
The deer that live there get
very territorial during fawning
season, and it seems that a radical,
fundamentalist version of Bambi’s
mother bullies one unlucky
student each year.
All in all, be careful when
using the trails. Who actually
wants to be death-charged by a
deer on their way to the library?
Not me.

Do not get excited for a funfilled day at the Carbondale city
pool because there isn’t one.
I find it hard to believe that
in a town like Carbondale, where
it gets so hot during the summer,
there is not a public pool.
Perhaps the city should look
into building a public pool instead
of sending their paper pushers
around town hassling people
about their kiddy pools.
Is it too much to ask to have
a child-sized pool in your front
yard to beat the heat? Apparently
it is to the city that also rejects the
notion of a city pool.
What’s next, regulation of heat
during the winter?
Do not expect to get as much
at the grocery store for $50 as you
could last summer. The prices of
some things are ridiculous.
Common things such as milk,
eggs, peanut butter, bread and
just about everything else are
skyrocketing.

Do we not have enough cows
in Wisconsin making milk?
Maybe we could make a car
that runs on milk because the
prices are about the same as gas.
The point is,
do not expect to
get the bang for
your buck we all
used to.
Do not stay
inside and become
planted in your
recliner or sofa.
Go outside and do
something.
Play bags,
horseshoes or
even invent your
own game. Once
a few guys and I spent two hours
playing horse with a metal dart
using tree trunks as the hoops.
Three hours later, the game
had evolved into combination
of golf, lawn darts, horse and
the javelin but played with

the intensity of the movie
“Baseketball.” Go outside and do
something.
Do not drive around town
if you can easily make the same
trip by walking or
riding a bike.
Even though
we all still buy gas
at the ridiculous
prices it is, we can
all help sve a few
bucks by leaving
the car in the
parking lot.
Walk to class
or to your buddy’s
house down the
street; do not
drive. Who knows,
maybe you will save enough to
buy a loaf of bread.
Do not expect things in
Carbondale to get “wild” during
the week like they sometimes do
when school is in session.
Remember that this is summer.

Do not expect
things in
Carbondale to
get ‘wild’ during
the week like they
sometimes do
when school is
in session.

Thousands and thousands
of students made a mass exodus
home after spring semester.
Sundays through Wednesdays can
be somewhat non-existent around
here. Be creative.
Don’t go near the Mississippi
River or any of its tributaries for
the next few weeks.
If you don’t have any business
there and are going just to see the
flood, do not go. You will see plenty
of it on the news.
The floods that have ravaged
Wisconsin and northern Illinois are
making their way down south and
it does not look pretty.
It is so bad they have National
Guard troops and inmates
reinforcing levees and sandbagging.
Unless you have a stockpile of
sandbags, I would advise you to stay
away and let the Illinois militia and
inmates deal with the problem.
Fruth is a graduate student
studying curriculum and instruction.

THE DUKE REPORT

Mushroom magic could treat HIV, cancer
ANDREW
O’CONNOR
andrewoc@siu.edu

I played Super Mario Bros.
religiously as a kid. When the
movie came out, I knew I had to
buy it. With Dennis Hopper as
King Koopa and John Leguizamo
as Luigi, it was destined to be an
instant classic.
In the movie, the evil Koopa
imprisons the benevolent king of
Mario World by devolving him into
fungus. The mushrooms are alive in
the film and they end up saving the
day for our plumber heroes. I say, let
life imitate art.
Paul Stamets is probably the
most important man you have never
heard of. He is trying to save the
world, one crisis at a time. And he’s
not using Yoshi or the raccoon suit;
he is just using some mushrooms.
Fungus itself has a much
richer history on this planet than

humans. It was the first thing out
of the primordial ocean soup o’
life, well before plants and animals.
Researchers have found evidence
of mushroom use that dates back
thousands of years before Christ.
The experiences that early humans
and their shamans had with
mushrooms all seriously influenced
modern-day society. Language,
religion and our society came from
early ancestors. We needed tree
fungus to keep the fire on our
nomadic hunts and tree fungus
could stay lit for days. Mushrooms
were a source of both food and
medicine.
Our modern medicine and the
fact that life today is far longer
and better than just 100 years ago
is a direct result of the magic of
mushrooms. Penicillin is derived
from mold. Mold is fungus. See
where this is going?
Stamets is taking the uses of
mushrooms to never-before-seen
heights. Stocky, spectacled and,
like all great men, bearded, he is
using fungus from the old growth

Northwest Forests. What he has
done with this simple fungus is
truly amazing.
Modern farming can produce all
types of ecosystem damage. Runoff and bacteria such as E. coli are
nasty by-products of our agricultural
industry.
By wrapping
his mycelia fungi in
burlap “earth sacks”
of storm debris and
placing them at the
right point, Stamets
was able to cut
down the amount
of E. coli form bacteria by 10,000
percent in just 48 hours.
That is just the beginning.
Using a nearly extinct fungus,
Stamets has worked with the U.S.
Department of Defense to develop
treatments for the chicken pox
virus.
His mushrooms were found
to be in the highest level of
classification for successful
treatment. Intrigued, he went on
to test his fungus against the flu

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

viruses. His fungus wiped the floor
with the current pharmaceutical
treatments. Because the fungus
used came from the Old Growth
Forest, Stamets argues we need to
protect them as a matter of national
defense. Tree-hugging just became
a whole lot more
patriotic.
No problem is too
small for Stamets.
Plagued by carpenter
ants, he developed
a non-sporeproducing form of
fungus that the ants
ate right up and trekked right to
their queen. Within two weeks
the little buggers were gone. And
unlike extermination companies
who have spent millions trying to
outsmart these critters, Stamets
did it with some free mushrooms.
The mushrooms stay as a deterrent
towards future insects nearly forever.
You know those pesticides that
everyone says are really bad for
humans and our planet? They are.
And some stocky, spectacled great

Paul Stamets
is probably the
most important
man you have
never heard of.

man with a beard has developed a
fungus that kills the pests without
the ‘cides. And he has a patent.
Actually, he has quite a few.
He is currently working on ways
to develop fungal sugars into fuel.
And in his spare time, he works
on very promising research into
the treatments for HIV and cancer
involving his magic mushrooms.
You can see online interviews
and presentations by Stamets, just
by searching his name on Google.
If the concept of fungi saving the
world is interesting to you, then
check out his book Mycelium
Running: How Mushrooms can
Help Save the World.
Thank whomever you will —
God, Allah, Buddha or Tony Danza
— that we have a human like him
on this tiny little rock.
What did you do with yourself
today? I heard Stamets just saved
the world.
Again.
O’Connor is a junior
studying political science.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“ There is every sign that these elections
will never be free nor fair. ”

Bernard Membe
Tanzania’s foreign minister,
criticizing Zimbabwe’s presidential election
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By Linda C. Black
by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Today’s Birthday — 06-24-08
Complications at work this year interfere
with your time off. You’ll have to do your
playing in smaller increments. Tough it
out. You’ll gain enough to afford a lot
more fun later.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 5 — Stay home and get some rest
tonight, instead of racing around. Finish
your mending and other such domestic
chores that are on your list. It’s not a
good time to push.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is an 8 — During the next few weeks,
you’ll have more time for something
you love. When you’re passionate about
a subject, you can learn it very quickly.
Hang out with the people who already
know.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 6 — Don’t be afraid. You express
yourself well even when you’re nervous.
Stand up for yourself and you’ll win the
respect of an influential person.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Japanese
warrior
6 Bygone peasant
10 Albacore, e.g.
14 Trojan War
story
15 Shelter a
fugitive
16 Comply
17 Extremely dark
19 Fly like an
eagle
20 Body of water
21 __ May
Clampett
22 Cash-register
key
24 Ex-QB Aikman
25 Contributes
26 Some kind of a
nut
29 Female fox
30 Wrapped up
31 Trademark
DOS
33 Highly skilled
37 Block brand
38 Turning point
40 The Supremes,
for instance
41 Sketches
43 Fan mag
44 Forearm bone
45 Pointed (at)
47 Consented
49 Fastener

9

Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is an 8 — You’d like to get away from the
job for a break, but avoid the temptation. If you’re late on an important task,
you’ll be in trouble. Give it extra time.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
a 5 — Don’t leave your wallet on the
counter at the store. Don’t try to impress
your friends with expensive gadgets.
You’d be throwing your money away,
and you don’t want to do that.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is a 7 — You’re running into opposition,
possibly from a family member. If you
can’t work it out, ask a mutual friend to
arbitrate. Love will find a way.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 5 — You’re trying new things, which
is always exciting. But not all of them will
work. Don’t lean too heavily on a structure that’s delicately balanced.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 9 — You may feel lucky, and in some
ways you are. These ways do not include
financial, unfortunately. Focus on love
and gardening, instead.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is a 5 — If you really can’t go
along with somebody else’s program,
you’re going to have to say something.
Be as diplomatic as you can. Offer a better alternative.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — You’re coming up with a
lot of new ideas, as is your partner. All of
them won’t work, and it isn’t your fault if
they don’t. It is your fault if you rely too
heavily on them, however.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 6 — Although you have a
lot, there may not be enough to go
around. You can go through considerable sums in an amazingly short time,
as you may already know. Take care.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Today is a 7 — Don’t get caught making personal calls while you’re on the
clock. Romance is a wonderful thing,
but you have to watch the timing.
You should, anyway, because someone
else is.

(c) 2008, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

attacher
52 Abba of Israel
53 Union units
54 Metric weight
55 Scrooge’s
outburst
58 Water pitcher
59 Billy Bob
Thornton film
62 Animal hide

63 Morays, e.g.
64 Tenor Mario
65 Cafeteria tote
66 Thwack
67 Surpass others
DOWN
1 Little drinks
2 Nastase of
tennis

3 Silents star
Naldi
4 Bil-__ (dog
food brand)
5 Stick fast
6 Astronaut Ride
7 Internet
auction site
8 VCR button
9 Kentucky loc.

10 Sleep restlessly
11 WWII sub
12 Zora __
Hurston
13 Co-star in “Dr.
Kildare” movies
18 Explode
23 SSS class.
24 Invite some
friends over
25 Mason-__ Line
26 Unfeeling
27 Declare as true
28 Arcade game
name
29 Intense, as
color
32 “My Life in
Court” writer
34 Perry’s creator

35 Knotty wood
36 Tailless critter
39 Sack of leaves
42 Window ledge
46 Untidy states
48 Take a chance
49 Dozed off
50 Tall structure
51 Amtrak’s bullet
train
52 Surrealist Max
54 Monster of the
Mojave
55 Judge’s seat
56 Wood-shaping
tool
57 Make sound
60 First name of
13D
61 Lenient

by Mike Argirion and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

HAWTE
©2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

PREKO
TRUFOH
www.jumble.com

BOYDUL

Sudoku

Ans:

“

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

Yesterday’s
Thursday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digi
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, vis
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Thursday’s
Monday’s puzzle
puzzle

© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

”

IT

(Answers
tomorrow))
(
VENOM
PROFIT
DETAIN
Jumbles: WIPED
Answer: “Lefty” joined the school newspaper because
he was — “WRITE” MINDED

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says check back tomorrow for music
you may want to add to your collection.
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Love lewd-ru proves far from lovely
Mike Myers fails
to bring more than
‘ewws’ and ‘ahhs’
Amber Fijolek
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“The Love Guru”
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Mike Myers, Jessica Alba, Justin
Timberlake
Directed by: Marco Schnabel
Run Time: 87 min.

It was almost as if Mike Myers
didn’t even try to please his audience in this short, but too long,
“comedy.” There isn’t even a hint
of a meaningful parody as Myers’
Guru Pitka ventures from India
to the United States to become
the nation’s favorite Zen-loving
spreader of peace and self-help.
The depraved plot seems as
though it were written through the
eyes of a perverted child, but the
film proves itself unsavory even to
the crudest third-grade classroom
jokester.
Guru Pitka’s quest to guru stardom develops when he takes on
the task of improving the Toronto
Maple Leafs’ chance of winning
hockey’s most coveted prize, the
Stanley Cup. He attempts to better
the team by guiding its star player,
Darren Roanoke (Romany Malco),
who is athletically disabled by love
troubles, through his dilemma.
The entire movie is threaded
with dull, repulsive humor and
laced with bizarre Austin Powerslike abstractions (as if, after a series
of sequels, the world needs more
Austin Powers) that even the beau-

PROVIDED P HOTO

tiful team manager Jane Bullard foe that one may wonder why the
( Jessica Alba) couldn’t save. Justin film wasn’t based on his entertainTimberlake’s performance as antag- ing character.
onist Jacques “La Coq” Grande,
With actual funny moments
goalie of Toronto’s rival team, is being few and far between, it’s
the only thing that
a pity the bulk of
the movie featured
makes this loser of a
film worth the view.
a redundant and
1 out of 5 stars
Timberlake makes
grotesque Hindusuch a complete and artistic fool disguised Austin Powers. The more
of the French-Canadian self-loving amusing parts happened while

‘Get Smart’ gets by
Chris McGregor
DAILY EGYPTIAN
“Get Smart”
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Steve Carell, Anne Hathaway,
Dwayne Johnson
Directed by: Peter Segal
Run Time 110 Minutes

With nearly every bad TV show
from the 1960s and 1970s being
remade into equally poor movies
recently, the film adaptation of “Get
Smart” had a great chance of suc- “The Office”).
ceeding right away because of the
Smart is an agent for secretive U.S.
high quality source material upon agency CONTROL and begins the
film decoding conversations taken
which it is based.
For the most part,
from members of
the agency’s Russian
filmmakers do the
smart and savvy TV
equivalent KAOS.
3 out of 5 stars
show justice by boilThis is a job at which
ing it down to a pretty funny couple Smart excels, but he becomes a field
agent after a surprising decision by
of hours of film.
The film’s script must have been CONTROL’s chief (Alan Arkin).
written with Steve Carell in mind Working with a clever sidekick and
for the title role of Maxwell Smart, help from some ingenious gadgets,
the intelligent but incompetent Smart makes his way to Russia to
secret agent who goes by the name fight KAOS.
“86.” Carell becomes the film’s main
Along with Carell, the supportattraction by putting his own spin on ing cast also fills out their roles
the character instead of merely mim- nicely. Anne Hathaway plays Agent
icking the original Maxwell Smart, 99, the super-sexy, field-tested agent
Don Adams. His antics in the film with some baggage from the past.
have much more in common with Hathaway fits flawlessly by Carell’s
Michael Scott (Carell’s character on side, never taking the spotlight away

PROVIDED P HOTO

from him but looking magnificent
the whole time. On the other side of
the film’s battle of good vs. evil is a
perfectly cast Terence Stamp as the
main villain. Bill Murray also pops
up as Agent 13 to carry out his usual
laughter inducement.
The special effects are on par
with any other summer blockbuster
out right now. While the explosions
and death-defying stunts are fun to
look at, they do not make or break
the film. Carell’s act carries the load.
“Get Smart” is not exactly a mustsee this summer, but it does contain
numerous laughs and a fun, comedic performance from Steve Carell,
making this one worth a trip to the
theater on a boring afternoon.
Chris McGregor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or chrism@siu.edu.

Myers’ vulgarities were interrupted
by cameo roles, including Mini-Me
star Verne Troyer as Coach Punch
Cherkov, the Maple Leafs’ coach.
Just when the audience thinks
they’d be spared any more embarrassment from sitting uncomfortably through the inappropriate feature, their guts plummet
beyond the bottom of their seats
in its final moments. The inspir-

FLOOD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

The Mississippi River that runs
through Thebes and Cairo is expected to
also crest this week and should not pose a
real threat for any of the nearby residents,
Purdy said. However, Purdy said farms
already flooded in Cairo would not be
able to do anything with the crops or the
land until the water recedes.

ing underdog tale is completely
ruined by an elephant-mating
scene that will surely turn any
movie date sour. No need to think
twice about this one: the few lines
that will actually leave you laughing out loud don’t make this flick
worthwhile.
Amber Fijolek can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or kelojif@siu.edu

Since crops are already damaged and
the time is expiring to plant new ones,
those farmers are at risk of losing money
this season.
As high humidity and unstable air
continues, Purdy said, there is a chance
for more rain and more flooding. Light
rain will not cause much of a problem,
but if a big storm hits anywhere in the
path of the rivers, residents could be at
risk again, Purdy said.
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QUICK HITS
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My biggest stat for picking
talent is number of injuries. I
cannot tell you how many times I’ve
been heartbroken while checking
the daily updates on Fred Taylor
early on in his career. That kid could
have broken every rushing record
ever conceived by man had he not
gotten hurt three of the four years
he was on my team.
Word to the wise from a fool:
if a player has a knack for being
hurt, no matter where he’s ranked
in the top 200 or what the team
propaganda department is saying, stay away from him.
3.) Thou shall steal a league
title with multi-purpose running backs.
It’s become common knowledge that running backs are

This season has all the makings of a banner year for Chicago baseball with the Cubs and White Sox
both in first place in their divisions. The North-siders asserted their dominance over the South-siders
with a sweep at Wrigley Field this weekend, however. But it is still early, so which team has the better
chance of being in first place in September?
The Cubs have the best record in baseball for a reason. Even with some major
injuries — Alfonso Soriano’s broken hand and Carlos Zambrano’s strained shoulder
— and a subpar road record, the Cubs haven’t really missed a stride with their bats
or their arms all season. Sweet Lou has built a sweet team, and the red line ride
won’t end until the Cubbies bring home the hardware.

BRANDON AUGSBURG
bauggie
@siu.edu

Both teams will be there at season’s end. The Cubs were the most talented team
on paper in their division and have lived up to the hype. No one in that division
is going to touch them because no one in their central can go pound for pound
with them. The Sox are far from the best team in the AL, but the collapse of Detroit
and Cleveland along with no more Johan nightmares should leave the Sox as the
default AL central champ this year.

IAN PRESTON
idpreston
@comcast.net

The Cubs are pretty much unbeatable at home, as demonstrated by two excruciating comeback victories during the weekend. The wave the White Sox have been riding
will only take them so far, but it should be enough for them to return the favor this
weekend with a home sweep of their own. Come September though, the Cubs will be
in better shape with a 100-year “curse” playing in their favor.

SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siu.edu
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CH I CAG O — MVP Kobe
Bryant has a shot at another big
prize after falling short of the NBA
championship, and he’ll have plenty
of help along the way.
LeBron James is there. Dwyane
Wade, too.
They will lead a U.S. Olympic
basketball team that was announced
Monday and hopes to capture the
gold medal in Beijing in August
after a third-place showing in
Athens four years ago.
The team already has “re-established itself ” on an international
level, USA Basketball managing
director Jerry Colangelo said during
a news conference.
The next step is to bring home
the gold, and the U.S. will send
a deep, versatile team to China.
Carmelo Anthony and Jason Kidd
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San Antonio

8

4

1.0

Arizona

39

37

-

Houston

14

4

6

18

Seattle

8

6

2.0

Los Angeles

35

40

3.5

Chivas USA

13

6

2

17

Sacramento

6

6

3.0

Colorado

32

44

7.0

Colorado

13

7

1

16

Minnesota

6

6

3.0

San Francisco

32

44

7.0

FC Dallas

14

6

4

16

Pheonix

4

7

4.5

San Diego

32

45

7.5

San Jose

13

8

2

11

Houston

4

8

5.0

TRENTON, N.J. — An environmental watchdog group said
Monday it found excessive amounts
of lead in several brands of artificial
turf, and it warned some of the biggest
manufacturers and sellers that it will
sue unless they recall or reformulate
their products.
The report from the Center for
Environmental Health comes after
New Jersey officials found unacceptably high lead levels in some synthetic
surfaces and federal authorities recommended lead testing on fraying sports
fields.
The center’s tests, conducted by an
independent lab, went beyond sports
fields. They found excessive lead in
indoor/outdoor carpeting, artificial
lawns and playground grass made with
nylon and polyethylene, said Charles

WNBA

Jeff Gordon
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American
National

MLB

W

always the most sought after
position. Usually the top 20
backs are gone within the first
five to ten rounds of the draft.
However, just because you have
two top five backs on your team
doesn’t always mean you’ll end
up in the top five. I’m a believer
in the running back who’s more
than just a straight 25-carry,
100-yard-a-game guy.
Brian Westbrook is by far my
favorite fantasy player because
week in and week out he’ll gain
100 total yards if not 200 in a
single game. He also has that
knack for being in the game
when his teams are in the redzone. Having Steven Jackson is
nice, but looking at past seasons, those who owned Marshall
Faulk, Preist Homes, and now
Brian Westbrook became forces
in the postseason.

Bryant, James to lead U.S.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

East

11

were also among the 12 players
chosen from a pool of 33. They
were joined by the Detroit Pistons’
Tayshaun Prince, along with Carlos
a, Chris Bosh, Dwight Howard,
Chris Paul, Michael Redd and
Deron Williams.
“It was a very difficult selection
process,” Colangelo said. “When
you have as many outstanding players as we have in this country — to
select a group of 12 is obviously
going to leave out a number of
outstanding people.”
The Pistons issued a statement
from Prince in which he said he
was “honored to be selected.”
The team was selected without
a tryout. It will have a minicamp
this week in Las Vegas and meet
there July 20-25 to train and
play an exhibition against Canada
before heading overseas. The
Americans open Olympic play
against China on Aug. 10.

Consumer watchdog warns
of lead in artificial turf
Angela Delli Santi

Margulis, a spokesman for the group.
In one test, the lead was so accessible it could be wiped away with a
cloth, the Oakland, Calif.-based group
said.
Testing by the New Jersey Health
Department found high lead levels
in nylon and nylon-blend fields, but
only in fields that had endured a lot
of wear. The lead found at three New
Jersey turf fields could be absorbed by
humans, a follow-up test showed, but
the state epidemiologist said the lead
levels were not high enough to cause
poisoning to people who play on the
fields.
Margulis said the center has begun
notifying 15 turf manufacturers and
retailers of its intent to sue under
California’s Safe Drinking Water and
Toxic Enforcement Act unless the
companies agree to recall the products
or reformulate artificial turf so it contains less lead.
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INSIDER, page 11: Which of the
two has the best chance of holding
first?
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Kill donates award money

Former SIU
football coach
returns to area to
donate money to
cancer fund

It’s gridiron time

Ian Preston
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Ian Preston

Even after leaving a football
program he turned into a national
powerhouse for more money and
scholarships on the north side of
the state, Northern Illinois University
head coach Jerry Kill still said he is a
southern Illinois man.
The face of SIU football for the last
decade, Kill was back in Carbondale
over the weekend for his Coach Kill
Cancer Fund golf outing at Hickory
Ridge Golf Course in Carbondale.
For Kill, former players and
friends, it was a special day for the
charity Kill started with Southern
Illinois Healthcare in September
2006. Liberty Mutual was on hand
to present Kill with their “Coach of
the Year” award after his Salukis went
10-1 and reached the semifinals of
the NCAA Football Championship
Subdivision.
Kill, who received $50,000 from
Liberty Mutual, donated the money
to his cancer fund. Liberty Mutual
also gave SIU a separate $2,000 check
to go towards the Alumni Association
in Kill’s name.
“Me and the guys who came
down here with me chased a dream
and we were able to turn this program
around,” Kill said. “I had some great
times down here with some great
people and coached some really great
athletes.”
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Former SIU football coach Jerry Kill waits to accept a $50,000 donation from Liberty Mutual to the
Coach Kill Cancer Fund during the Coach Kill Cancer Fund golf outing at the Hickory Ridge Golf Course
Friday. Kill also accepted a Liberty Mutual “Coach of the Year” awards and $2,000 toward the Jerry and
Rebecca Kill Alumni Scholarship.
One of those athletes was for- would fund the Jerry and Rebecca that care about each other. It’s the
mer SIU quarterback Joel Sambursky. Kill Alumni Scholarship. The $1.000 same thing down here.”
Kill began the fund to help
Sambursky played during the resur- scholarship will be awarded to an SIU
families in the area that have been
rection of a program that has gone athlete.
on to the postseason in the last four
Kill talked to the crowd filled with affected by cancer and need financial
seasons.
former players, coaches and support- assistance. Because he has partnered
“I wish I could find words for what ers of his cancer fund about what with Southern Illinois Healthcare,
coach Kill means to me,” Sambursky southern Illinois and the fund mean Kill said he plans to maintain the
fund for years to come.
said. “He’s been like a father to me for to him.
a long time. He’s taken care of me and
“I was raised in a town of 2,000
Kill filed suit against SIU in
so many players.”
people, and if you’d walk down February over a dispute about
Kill, his wife, Rebecca, and their the streets in my town you’d see whether he should pay for accepttwo daughters were on hand as SIU common people and hard-hat- ing the NIU coaching spot before
officials also announced the university lunch people,” Kill said. “People his contract expired.

SOFTBALL

Blaylock inks five-year deal
Softball coach gets
new contract

several phone messages seeking comment.
Blaylock said the contract adds
continuity to the program. The most
Brandon Augsburg
frequently asked question by recruits is
DAILY EGYPTIAN
how long the coaching staff plans to
remain in place, she said.
The powers that be in the SIU
“Now I can tell them that it’s my
athletic department have given the goal to stay here a long time, and that’s
softball team renewed continuity and what we want to do,” Blaylock said.
the head coach a new contract.
Sophomore outfielder Katie
Head coach Kerri Blaylock signed Wilson said Blaylock recruited her
a new five-year contract Thursday from a young age, and she said it
and assistant coach Christy Connoyer means a lot to her knowing her coach
was promoted to associate head coach will be around for the long haul.
the same day.
“I came in and she was my coach
Blaylock has been the softball and I wanted her to be my coach for
coach at SIU for eight
all four years,” Wilson
said. “So, it looks like
years, and the new contract
might allow her to remain
that is going to hapf it works
a Saluki for the rest of her
pen.”
career, she said.
She said it is easier
out I’d love
“If it works out I’d love
from a player’s standto just retire
to just retire here,” Blaylock
point to have the same
said. “This is where I want
coaches because the
here. This is
system remains the
to be.”
where I want same and there is less
She said she has fielded
numerous offers for interadjusting from year to
to be.
views from other schools
year. Blaylock also does
— Kerri Blaylock
SIU softball coach
a good job recruiting
over the past few years, but
her focus was always to
and that should help
remain in Carbondale. Blaylock had the team be successful in the coming
been working with Athletic Director years, Wilson said.
Mario Moccia to get a new deal
Blaylock said Connoyer’s promoironed out, something she said both tion, as well as the continued services
parties wanted.
of veteran assistant Mark Cosgrove,
Moccia and Assistant Athletic will help with recruiting and retention
Director Mark Scally did not return as both coaches are amply qualified.
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Coach Kerri Blaylock talks with junior pitcher Katie McNamara
during the April 20 doubleheader against Creighton. Blaylock
signed a five-year contract Thursday.
Connoyer has been at SIU for three
seasons, and she was previously the
head coach at Tulsa, according to
Saluki Media Services.
“Christy has a lot of experience,”
Blaylock said. “She’s very, very good at
what she does and she deserves [the
promotion].”
Connoyer did not return several
phone messages seeking comment.
Now that she has the added job
security of a new contract, Blaylock said
she would be working hard to improve
upon last season’s performance. The
softball team was upset by Missouri
State in the first round of the Missouri
Valley Conference Tournament and finished with a 30-24 record. The Salukis
missed the NCAA Tournament for the

first time in five seasons in 2008.
Blaylock said the last season was
hard on her personally and her goal for
next year is to return to the playoffs and
advance to super regionals.
“We really are trying to do something pretty special here, and we’re
going to continue to try to do that,”
Blaylock said.
Since she became head softball
coach, Blaylock has compiled an
overall record of 315-132, including
135-52 in the MVC, according to
Saluki Media Services. Blaylock grew
up in Herrin and pitched for the
University of Evansville in the early
1980’s — where she still holds many
school records, according to Saluki
Media Services.

When I woke up yesterday morning, I was amazingly filled with energy
and excitement. Those that know me
best know I am not a morning person
or even an early afternoon person, let
alone the fact that this was a Monday.
However, yesterday was different
because when I arose, my first thought
was the subject of today’s column.
Today we’re talking fantasy football.
This season will be the 10th
— that’s right, the 10th season— I
partake in the fantasy football league.
For the record I’m also 21, which is
disturbing now that I think about it.
I’ve only captured two championships
in my fantasy tenure, even though
I follow NFL and college football
religiously.
The reason I’ve not taken home
more hardware is the same reason I
keep playing year after year. NFL football is 18 weeks of shooting craps. No
matter how good of a draft you think
you had, there is no way of knowing
what will happen week from week.
I have been hit by the injury bug just about every year I’ve
drafted a team, most of the time
losing two to three of my top 10
picks. That is why I have vendettas with Jacksonville running back
Fred Taylor, former Vikings quarterback Daunte Culpepper — the
Madden curse is real, people — and
God help me if I ever see the
medical staff of the Kansas City
Chiefs that was in place when I had
Preist Holmes.
There are a few things I’ve learned
over the years — basic guidelines
for how to deal with the mood
swings of a fantasy football season.
Consider them the laws for having a
healthy and pleasurable relationship
with your team. So without further
ado, I give thee my three fantasy
football commandments.
1. Thou shall worship the game
year round, not just August to
January.
Fantasy football is an all-year
game. The draft is a weekend holiday along with the beginning weeks
of free agency. Every day in the
summer, I’m looking over the transaction portion of papers to see who
went where. Yeah, that might seem
a little intense, but if last year taught
us anything, it’s that squads that
spend money and make good, wellrounded squads create fantasy gold
mines.
Just look at the New England
Patriots. This year’s free agent crop
has been a bit weak with not a
great deal of fantasy studs switching
squads. In terms of fantasy production, former San Diego backup
Michael Turner has been the only
real big name since he’ll no doubt be
the new franchise back in Atlanta.
2. Thou shall not give in to
temptation of injury prone
players.
See QUICK HITS, Page 11

